LETTER

"BAN RSS"

The Lok Jan Shakti leader and MP, Shri Ram Vilas Paswan, has given the clarion call for a ban
on the RSS, the notorious Rashtra Sanharak Sangh (Destroyers of the Nation), which has
functioned pseudony-mously as Rashtriya Swayamsewak Sangh brutally raining terror and
sowing treason nationwide.
Peremptorily, it. can be pooh-poohed as sheer politicking and summarily dismissed as
opportunistic. Yes, the call has long been delayed. Yes, thanks to Indian degenerate
parliamentary democracy, not too long ago, he was expediently aligned with BJP, described
accurately as Bharat Jalao Party by the Railway Minister, Shri Lalu Prasad Yadav.
But should that be any reason, to deride the light of reason that has dawned on him even if
not a day too soon? Has he, along with the nation and. humanity at large, not witnessed with
horror the multiple wounds RSS and its supporters have caused India over the years? Was it
desirable that he continue his acquiescence in the crime spree of saffronazis as other parties
and individuals have cynically chosen to do, one of them shamelessly designa-ting a major
architect of RSS terrorism as Bhishma Pitarnah?
Should Paswan's call not be metstastized into a national mobilization of minorities to resist
the monster of cornrnunalisrn and casteism that the fascist patrons of status quo of injustice
and squalor, like RSS and its acronyms, are hell bent on perpetuating?
His call better be treated as a tocsin against Hindutva tricks of bloodily fomenting a feral
vote bank via diversionary distractions like coral reefs and snow, ascribing one to Ram and the
other to Shiva, bonding south and north, Vaisnnavites and Shaivites, in a network of villainy
and violence, division and exclusion.
Even if Paswan may have his own reasons for alerting the nation at a time of his choosing,
that should not qualify as sanction against democracy and national security to destroy which
RSS and its various outfits are diabolically sworn.
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